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The description of SPDCR.SPBYT bit is corrected.

[before] example: S5D3

**SPI Data Control Register (SPDCR)**

**SPBYT bit (SPI Byte Access Specification)**

The SPBYT bit is used to set the data width of access to the SPI Data Register (SPDR). When SPBYT is 0, use word or half word access to SPDR. When SPBYT is 1 (SPLW is invalid), use byte access to SPDR.

When SPBYT is 1, set the SPI Data Length Setting (SPB[3:0]) bits in the SPI Command Register n (SPCMDn) to 0 bits. If SPB[3:0] are set to 9 to 16, 20, 24, or 32 bits, subsequent operation is not guaranteed.

[after]

**SPI Data Control Register (SPDCR)**

**SPBYT bit (SPI Byte Access Specification)**

The SPBYT bit is used to set the data width of access to the SPI Data Register (SPDR). When SPBYT is 0, use word or half word access to SPDR. When SPBYT is 1 (SPLW is invalid), use byte access to SPDR.

When SPBYT is 1, set the SPI Data Length Setting (SPB[3:0]) bits in the SPI Command Register n (SPCMDn) to 8 bits. If SPB[3:0] are set to 9 to 16, 20, 24, or 32 bits, subsequent operation is not guaranteed.